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"The power of
people and work
is a function of the
meaningfulness of
work."
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INTRODUCTION
As practitioners of continuous improvement, many of us have spent a large part
of our careers building cultures focused on lean and operational excellence. An
outcome of this work is that we have grown personally as we balanced being both
teacher and student. In addition, our leadership principles and styles evolved thanks
to our focus on respect and the central importance of people in the workplace.
The last several decades paved a path of progressive thinking about building
cultures of continuous improvement. Many of us began the journey by simply gaining
awareness of lean and operational excellence principles. Then we learned new
concepts and tools and experimented with new ideas while using the new tools at our
disposal. We learned about stability, capability, standard work, visual management,
,0'$/4 / /#  .*0- ǚ Ɵ*2ǚ +0'' ) 2*-&$)" /* /&/ $) *- - /* ( / 0./*( -.ǧ
needs at the lowest possible cost to the business. We introduced a new language – the
language of value and waste; purpose, people and process; systems thinking; and the
importance of focusing on the extended value stream. We learned about focusing on
the customer, and we achieved results as measured by improvements in safety, cost,
time, quality, satisfaction, and delivery.
Yet, the real prize in all our work to date is the incredible lessons learned about the
importance of people in the workplace. We have learned the importance of respect,
empathy, relationships and critical thinking relative to the role people play in all
our operations, regardless of the level of technology or automation in our particular
industry.
We learned that continuous improvement begins and ends with people and the
work that people perform. And from this launching pad, we learned that the power of
people and work is a function of the meaningfulness of work. As leaders, it is critical
that we focus on creating environments where work is meaningful, which brings us
to this white paper, Make Work Meaningful.

The last several
decades paved a
path of progressive
thinking about building
cultures of continuous
improvement.
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OUR OBJECTIVE
The overall purpose of this white paper is to identify the importance of making
work more meaningful and to clarify what it means to actually do that. Clearly
/#$.$..0% /$1 /*+$)*0' .$'4- ($)/# ./0ơ*!# 4*) +/.)
not be very practical. As the question goes, what will we do with this on Monday
morning? This means we also need to bridge from the conceptual to the tangible
and determine what we can realistically do with these insights. If we can identify
our concrete opportunities, or perhaps even obligations, as leaders to make
work more meaningful in our organizations, then we will have accomplished our
purpose.
 !*- 2 $1 $)/*/# #*2ǚ$/ǧ.'24.$(+*-/)//*$.0../# 2#4Ǚ#4- 
we talking about meaningful work and why is this important now?
The why starts with all the change that we face in our professional and personal
lives. Life is busy; it can feel like we are constantly in motion and plugged in.
 #)*'*"4ǚ$)/# !*-(.*!.*$'( $ǚ0/*(/$*)ǚ$"$/$5/$*))-/$ƞ$'
intelligence, is disrupting all traditional paradigms for designing and performing
work. Globalization of our supply chains, e-commerce, the intense focus on the
last mile, and unexpected competitors are challenging the very essence of our
$)/ -)' 3+ -/$.  ) *+ -/$)" +$'$/$ .Ǚ *'$/$' $.*0-.  $. $)Ɵ0 )$)"
our social norms and values, impacting the tone of our communication and the
way we treat each other. At some level, all industries across all spectrums are
now being disrupted in some way.
Considering the aggregate of all this change, we may even conclude that society
is becoming shallower. This is notable for this discussion because shallowness
may be the most accurate antonym (the antithesis?) of meaningfulness. Taken to
the logical conclusion, we worry that society is losing a sense of soul, where soul
$. ƞ) .- .+ /ǚ&$)) ..)/# *0-" /* 3#$$/'*1 Ǚ)$!/#$.$./# 
case, if this lack of soul is permeating our workplaces, are we recognizing this
*''+. $)*- -/*ƞ"#/&ǡ- 2 - *")$5$)"/#$."+$)*0-. '1 .ǡ
Keeping or restoring a sense of soul in the workplace supports the belief
that people are critical; that people are important; that our products and services
are still developed, designed and implemented by people and for people.
Notwithstanding this bigger question of soul in the workplace, there is no
question that our work environments are changing and, therefore, work itself is
#)"$)"Ǚ+$#)" $.# - )# - /*./4Ǚ# $ *!2 ''/#/ǧ.#*22 
have always done things is an obsolete idea and, therefore, we must reimagine
how to structure our plans to go forward relative to how we work and how we
treat people in the workplace. We need to explore what makes work meaningful,
so we can decide for ourselves how we will design the workplaces of the future,
which is to say next week!
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OUR OBJECTIVE

As authors, this topic is very important to us. In our day-to-day, we
are organizational leaders as well as team members. We are involved in
building lean cultures in public institutions and private organizations.
# .  3+ -$ ) . #1  "$1 ) 0. /#  "$Ơ *! .0 .. . ) ' -)$)".
along our path, and we are continuously looking for better ways to
build cultures that focus on optimizing value, cutting waste, and
making public service or private employment deeply satisfying. Yet,
the more important motivation with this topic is that, as human beings,
we fundamentally and sincerely care about people.
As a result, we spend a large part of our days engaging with people.
And this engagement has convinced us that people are looking for a
new and better experience in the workplace. People want to make
work more human.
We have learned that people respond with hope and excitement
when they realize that a more humane and meaningful workplace is
possible. And when they actually experience such work, when work
is made more human, they truly step forward, engage, and contribute
in inspiring and crucial ways necessary for enterprise success. They
query, test, learn, and improve. They collaborate, plan, build, and
innovate. They solve, and they serve. Meaningful work creates the
conditions for people to give and do their very best.
Organizational performance that delivers customer value and
ƞ))$' .0 .. -  )*/ . +-/  !-*(ǚ *- / *. 2$/#ǚ ( )$)"!0'
work and a positive human experience in the workplace. Rather, we
)ǧ/#1 Ɵ*0-$.#$)"*-")$5/$*).2$/#*0/Ɵ*0-$.#$)"+ *+' Ǚ#$.$.
"** ) 2. !*- '' *! 0. 2#* -  #0()$./.Ǚ 0- -  !*- + *+'  $.)ǧ/
at odds with our business pursuits or our public responsibilities; it is
compatible with, even essential to, those goals.
Considering all this, our objective as authors is to understand and
*ơ -)++-*#/*- /$)"( )$)"!0'2*-&+' ./#/- ./*- .*0'ǚ
#0()$/4ǚ) 1 )'*1 /*/# 2*-&+' Ǚ'*Ơ4"*'+ -#+.ǚ0/*0-
goal nonetheless, and one that is critically important today.

"I find meaning in
my work by trying to
connect my role and the
tasks that I perform back
to the big picture of the
company, the industry
and the world."
CLINT MCCRYSTAL
Training and Development Manager

Organizational performance or a
positive human experience?
*/#Ǚ )ǧ/#1 Ɵ*0-$.#$)"
*-")$5/$*).2$/#*0/
Ɵ*0-$.#$)"+ *+' Ǚ
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"MAKE WORK
MEANINGFUL"
UNPACKING THIS
STATEMENT

"Work can be hard,
but not pointless;
challenging, but
not dehumanizing;
engrossing, but not
consuming."

M A K E W O R K M E A N I N G F U L
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UNPACKING THIS STATEMENT
MAKE
To begin our discussions on making work more meaningful, we need to dissect the statement
itself. The word making is a verb, an action word that implies there is something to do. Making
suggests this is something we can accomplish through a thoughtful plan followed by effort. Making
implies that, as leaders, we can, in fact, create an environment and management systems that
produce not only operational excellence and value for customers, but a worthwhile experience for
employees. This making is not the only domain of leadership. It also suggests that team members,
too, play a role in making work meaningful. We all, in fact, have a responsibility for our work and
ensuring that we find meaning in our work.

WORK
And next, we consider the concept of work. What does work even mean? In physics, work is
defined as the amount of energy transferred by a force. In this example, are humans the force doing
the transferring? We all understand the concept of our day job, the activities we perform for our
paycheck that is required to live. This work is made up of the transactions we perform on behalf
of our organizations. We do this believing the work will support the overall effort to achieve some
shared purpose and corporate goals. Yet, work is probably much more than effort expended on the
job for a paycheck. Our hobbies and past times certainly represent effort and a type of work as well,
although not in the traditional sense of the word.
The essence of work is really an effort toward those activities we choose to participate in to
establish and sustain our personal goals for the life we want to live. Some of those goals are by basic
needs and some are loftier. In doing so, we establish that work is very important. Work is important because it is required to live a good life, but also work is important because as humans, most
of us pursue goals and take on challenges in order to fully experience life. With this in mind, could
it be argued that by nature, humans are hardwired to work? If so, does this mean that work is not
intended to be a grind or drudgery or a miserable labored effort, but rather, work can be defined as
the activities we choose to pursue that peak our interests, leverage our strengths, involve personal
efficacy, and connect us to something greater than ourselves? Work can be hard, but not pointless;
challenging, but not dehumanizing; engrossing, but not consuming. These reasons for work are the
very heart of being human.
Whether our work is analyzing, or designing, or assembling, or repairing, or cleaning, or
coding, or building, or serving, or operating, or transporting, or writing, that work can be meaningful. Whether the work is routine and repetitive, novel and ever-changing, that work can be meaningful. Perhaps meaning does not always derive from the nature or type of work itself, though it
certainly can, at times. However, meaning can also be derived from any of the following:
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•

# $'$/4/* -)'$1$)"ǚ- !*-*) ǧ.!($'4ǚ)(

/*) ǧ.)

.

•

Dignity and respect for the individuals doing the work who are not bullied, harassed, or
belittled, but rather, included, accepted, and welcomed

•

' -*)) /$*) /2 )2*-&/$1$/$ .Ǳ)*(// -#*2.$(+' *-'*Ơ4ǚ)*(// -#*2
glamorous or ignoble – to a greater purpose

•

Contribution or service to others

•

3+ -$ ) *!Ɵ*2ǚ/#/$.%*4$) $)"$)*) ǧ. ' ( )//#//$( ./)../$''

•

 *")$/$*)!*-/# 2*-&ǚ ơ*-/ǚ*)/-$0/$*)

•

Work being conducted in an environment of both physical and psychological safety
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Work in
2030?
/2$'''**&$/$ơ - )/Ǚ
In the article, "15 MindBlowing Stats About The
Future Of Work," Giselle
Abramovich at CMO.com
says "the future of work
will be technology-enabled,
automated, diverse, and
inclusive, with a newfound
value on cognitive skills and
emotion."

Creativity, critical thinking, and decision
making are among those skills to grow in demand
by 19%.
Demand for social and emotional skills will grow
across all industries by 26% in the U.S.
79% of executives agreed that the future of work
will be based more on specific projects than
roles.
65% of children now entering primary school will
hold jobs that currently don’t exist.

MEANINGFUL
Last, but certainly not least, is the term meaningful, and what is meaningful work? This is where
we will enter the land of the subjective and ambiguous, as for every human on the planet, there will be
an equal number of definitions of meaningful. However, if we wade through this sea of individualism,
we see common themes defining meaningful. What is interesting is, if look at these common themes,
we could become convinced that they form a hierarchy of sorts. That is, they are a hierarchy in that the
lower needs of meaningfulness are required to be met before we can move on to higher needs. However,
in reality, we have learned that depending on our personal circumstance, we can, in fact, be meandering
on a journey to meaningfulness as opposed to being on a straight-line trajectory. This being the case,
there are several stops on this journey.
First, meaningful work must provide the basics – fair pay, safe work conditions and an environment
where we are treated with respect. The vulnerability of our current social structure may, in part, be put
at the feet of work systems that do not provide these basic dignities.
Once these basic needs are met, we continue on to see that meaningful work is connected to our
strengths. Work is meaningful when we can add value because our personal talents and skills line up
with the requirements for success of the work. In doing this work, we enjoy it and hence, we work hard
to improve the work, always looking for ways to optimize all aspects of value and eliminate all elements
of waste in the work. This focus on value and waste is a natural outcome of the work being interesting to
us because it leverages our strengths. In other words, we like it because we are good at it and because we
like it, we want to make it better.
As we continue to progress on the journey to meaningful work, we reach the next stop which is
engagement, success and development. This means that for work to be meaningful, we need to be engaged
with the environment we are working within, and the environment needs to provide opportunities for
our development. To be engaged means we understand the vision, mission and values of the organization,
and we understand how our work fits into the greater picture of how we deliver our products and adding
value to the customer.
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Relationships are an important stop on the journey towards meaningfulness. We want to be part of
a team, we want to contribute to the team, and we want to win as a team. Camaraderie, friendships,
and trust are built through personal relationships. This trust that is built is what drives us to recognize
our strengths and our weaknesses, and it allows us to confidently leverage our strengths while humbly
allowing others to shore up gaps relative to our weaknesses. The ability to rely on others and to anticipate
how the team will perform together is ultimately a vehicle to which we can begin the learning process as
we perform our role on the team. And the concept of learning is a significant driver relative to finding
meaning in our work.
The human being by nature wants to learn. We are aware, we are curious and interested in those
things we are interested in. Once interested, we want to learn more, so we educate ourselves. Once
educated, we want to try things, we want to experiment, we want to test out our curiosities. And while
we are doing all of this, we are problem solving; and as we problem solve, we learn; and as we learn, we
develop as individuals; and as we develop, we find meaning in our work. This is a very powerful cycle and
one, that as humans, we naturally embrace. Therefore, the organization has a role and responsibility in
ensuring that as individuals, we can follow our curiosities, we can educate ourselves, we can experiment
with improvements, and in the process, develop ourselves. This will then lead us to the final level in the
making work more meaningful journey, which is connecting to a greater purpose.
Humans want to have purpose; we want to make a positive difference in the world. While these
statements may not always seem self-evident, and while our actions may sometimes fall short, we
believe, in principle, that people want to serve a greater purpose, and that this purpose is a powerful and
positive attribute of finding meaning in our lives and our work. Consequently, as individuals, we have
the responsibility to find this purpose, to embrace our passions and drive towards the very lofty goal of
trying to make the world a better place. While we are all responsible as individuals to find our own higher
purpose in life, it can be argued that our organizations play an essential role in defining and offering a
greater purpose and aspiration for the work of each of our team members.
Is it fair to say that organizations themselves must have some greater purpose than simply making
profit? Perhaps not, as many organizations do, in fact, exist only for profit. However, in the absence of
a greater purpose, the organization may struggle to attract and retain people that want more out of their
lives. Perhaps in the future, organizations that do not have a greater purpose will not attract and retain
people that want meaning in their work. If so, the organization does have a responsibility to identify,
articulate and engage people in a greater purpose. However, as individuals, we have equal responsibility
to participate, to be involved and to work hard to improve the organization so that we can strive towards
the goals outlined in our purpose. There is no question that purpose and meaningfulness are a two-way
street relative to the relationship between the organization as an entity and the individuals within the
organization. It is a dual and shared responsibility.

THE CASE FOR MEANINGFUL WORK
/ǧ. /&   ($)0/  /* #'' )"  *0- .. -/$*). - '/$1  /* /#  $(+*-/)  *! (&$)" 2*-& (*- 
meaningful. In other words, why is it even important for work to be meaningful, and even if this is important,
why should we care? After all, it could easily be argued that an organization has no responsibility to create
meaning in our work. The argument can be made that the principal–agent theory holds true in that the
*2) -ǧ.Ǹ# ) '  -ǧ.ǹ- .+*).$$'$/4$./* ).0- /# *-")$5/$*)- # .$/."*'.)/# " )/ǧ.Ǹ/ (
( ( -ǧ.ǹ- .+*).$$'$/4$./*.#*20+)*/# 2*-&)" /+$/**/# 2*-&Ǚ )/#$.1$ 2ǚ2*-&$.
a simple business transaction.
If the agent does not show up, then the principal can ask them to leave. In essence, the relationship
 /2 )*2) -.) (+'*4 .$./-)./$*)'ǜ (+'*4 .- ./$.ƞ /*.#*20+ǚ*%*ǚ)" /
+$Ǹ 0. /# 4) (*) 4/*'$1 ǹ)*2) -.- ./$.ƞ  0. /# $-) !*-'*-/*#$ 1 
their goals is met. While this sounds shallow and cold, a case can be made that this is, in fact, how many 17
organizations approach the human aspect of work. This transactional approach to managing workplace
relationships is straightforward with the rules being clear to all parties involved.

THE CASE FOR MEANINGFUL WORK

/ * .)ǧ/ /&  "- / 2$.*( /* .  /#  2 &) .. . 2$/# /#$. /4+  *! /-)./$*)' /#$)&$)"Ǚ
) /#  )ǚ 2  -  ' Ơ 2$/# ) *-")$5/$*)' )1$-*)( )/ 1*$ *! )"" ( )/  /2 ) '  -.
and employees. Without engagement, we will not leverage all the mindshare available and, as a
result, the organization will not reach maximum performance. That is, the organization will not
have reached its potential because we will have failed to understand the importance of making work
meaningful to all members of the team. As a result, we will not leverage all our strengths in our
multiple purposes as leaders – where these priorities are to maximize customer value at the lowest
possible total cost to the organization, all while showing respect to people and our communities.
As a result, we will also not fully leverage the strengths of the workforce or our enterprise, in the
largest sense, to meet the goals of our organization.
The above argument deals with known principles such as team member engagement and
workplace participation. In addition to these points, there is another important discussion relative
to the future of work and making work meaningful. This decision surrounds the very big question,
which is, where is work headed?
*-+0-+*. .*!$.0..$*)ǚ' /ǧ.'$./! 2..0(+/$*).*0//# !0/0- *!2*-&Ǜ
•

In the future, most, if not all, transactional type work will be automated by various forms of
technologies.

•

In the future, most, if not all, simple decisions requiring basic logic will be performed by
-/$ƞ$'$)/ ''$" ) Ǚ

•

*).$ -$)"/# . ƞ-.//2*+*$)/.ǚ$)/# !0/0- ǚ(*./ǚ$!)*/''ǚ2*-& .$"))( /#*.
will change how we interact as humans, resulting in workplace dynamics that are very
$ơ - )//#)2#/2  3+ -$ ) /*4Ǚ#//#$.2$'''**&'$& ǚ2 - )*/.0- ǚ0/2 - 
 -/$)$/2$'' 1 -4$ơ - )/Ǚ

Considering the above, and in an attempt to frame the not so rosy picture in a positive light, we
can safely assume that our work is going to change. This change will quite possibly be a change from
humans doing transactional type activities to one where humans are only necessary for the creative
and more complex aspects of our work. At a high level, this will include innovation, improvement
and problem-solving activities which, we hope it is safe to assume, will still be required even in
/# 1 )/*!-/$ƞ$'$)/ ''$" ) )1) / #)*'*"$ .Ǚ ).*( - .+ /.ǚ/# $(+ )$)"
implications of technology, and perhaps an unintended consequence, is that we, as humans, will be
!*- /*(& *0-2*-&(*- ( )$)"!0'2$/#/# *($)*!2*-& ƞ) ./#/2#$#(#$) ǚ
*-+$  *!.*Ơ2- ǚ.$(+'4))*/*Ǚ)2#$' !0/0-$./.$("$) +-*/*/4+ / #)*'*"$ ./#/)
- +' (*./)4#0()!0)/$*)2$/#(#$) ǚ/#/- '$/4$.'*)"24*ơ2# )$/*( ./*-/ǚ
(0.$ǚ+* /-4ǚ) ǚ-Ơǚ .$")ǚ$)1 )/$*)ǚ) 3+ -$( )//$*)ǚ*-/* (+/# /$++-*# .
/*/ #$)"ǚ' -)$)"ǚ- "$1$)"ǚ*).*'$)"ǚ*0). '$)"ǚ-$/0')+.." Ǚ /ǧ. .-$ /# . .
value and assume that only humans can produce this value. Now we are starting to capture the true
 ƞ)$/$*)*!( )$)"!0') ..ǚ2# - 2  -$1 ( )$)"!-*(*0-2*-& 0. *0-0)$,0 .&$''.ǚ
talents and experience as an individual are more valuable to our organizations than any attempt to
automate our activities. How do we reconcile this possible reality?

In the future...

MOST WORK DESIGN
AND METHODS
WILL CHANGE HOW
WE INTERACT AS
HUMANS, RESULTING
IN WORKPLACE
DYNAMICS THAT ARE
VERY DIFFERENT THAN
WHAT WE EXPERIENCE
TODAY.

Yet, if this is the case, if, in fact, only certain types of work will remain in the not-too-distant
!0/0- ǚ* ./#$.)*/- / . ). *!0-" )4/#/2  // - "$)/# 2*-&*! ƞ)$)"ǚ .$")$)"ǚ
implementing, and sustaining the very essence of meaningful work? At the risk of sounding like an
alarmist, do we have an impending crisis on our hands?
18
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"As lean practitioners,
we've been building
people cultures that
focus on respect for
every individual, for our
communities, and the
planet that is our home."
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MEANINGFUL WORK AND LEAN THINKING
It is important to connect our discussion about meaningful work to our current work in lean and
operational excellence. As authors, we have both dedicated our careers to working on building cultures
of continuous improvement grounded in a human-centered philosophy of work. This experience has
resulted in rewarding successes and an equally number of rewarding lessons learned. To be sure, it is safe
to say that as lean practitioners, we have come a long way, and we still have a long way to go.
In order to connect lean and operational excellence to our discussion of making work more meaningful,
we need to reflect on our lean initiatives. As lean practitioners, we have been working towards:
•

Building learning cultures by developing problem solvers and organizational environments that
expose problems and attempt to solve these problems at the root cause.

•

Building operational cultures that focus on efficient and effective flow of products and information
in order to maximize customer value at the lowest possible total cost to the organization.

•

Building leadership cultures that define and visualize value and waste across the extended value
stream of the organization in order to eliminate the waste and leverage the value.

•

Building people cultures that focus on respect for every individual, for our communities, and for
the planet that is our home.

For example, lean disciplines such as standard work, quality at the source, flow and visual
management are powerful concepts and tools when directed effectively. However, when forced upon
people without understanding lean as a human-centered philosophy of work, without embracing a
deep care for customers and team members as the motivator, without training and adequate education,
these disciplines can be confusing and, at times, actually destructive. We simply cannot ignore this fact
as this one example is fundamental to our success in building lean cultures, and in understanding the
work that, as leaders, we ask people to do.
Therefore, it is essential that we are highly aware to beware of certain mistakes and tendencies
regarding lean and operational excellence when we turn our attention to how to make work more
meaningful. After all, this effort is about the work, and asking people how to improve the work, and to
make the work more meaningful.
This means we are asking people to change, which ultimately means we will be dealing with fear.
And so, we can conclude that the real barrier to making work more meaningful, to building cultures of
continuous improvement, and to improving work is fear.
With this in mind, any approach, framework or method developed for making work more
meaningful will have to be powerful enough to combat the all-powerful human emotion of fear.

As we can see, our work as lean practitioners focuses on building various elements of culture. As part
of this effort, over the years, organizations have introduced new methods, new tools and new languages
to our team members. In addition, we have trained and developed people in these new concepts, and we
have asked people to think about their work differently in order to drive improvements across our value
streams. And as leaders, we have learned, in many cases the hard way, that building these cultures of
continuous improvement is truly about people and the work we perform. Yet, our efforts have not always
been rewarded with measurable results, and it can be argued that operational excellence principles are
not always embraced by people at all levels of the organization. In many cases, this lack of engagement is
evident with many people who are performing the daily tasks and work that add value to our products. In
other cases, leaders have been more than ready to avoid engagement in continuous improvement efforts
and delegate operational excellence responsibilities to others in the organization.
The challenges we have building lean cultures is not new to most practitioners, and due to the fact
we have been working at it for several decades, we can trace back some of the learnings. These learnings
include implementing tools without teaching the purpose of the tools; asking people to change their
working methods without fully understanding the work itself as leaders; and failing to fully engage the
people actually doing the work in order to allow them to be the real driver of improvement as the process
owners.
Notwithstanding these lessons learned, there is one piece of this story that is very important to identify.
This is the fact that lean and operational excellence principles are fundamentally driven by discipline,
where discipline is defined by the implementation of principles, rules, policies and procedures. While
these words feel negative, they are, in fact, critical to creating cultures of continuous improvement.
This is one of many lean paradoxes in that we are attempting to build creative and innovative cultures of
improvement. However, in order to do so, we must establish discipline of process, discipline of leadership
behaviors, and discipline in our decision-making processes.
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THE
RECKING
BALL

"We need to work hard
to eliminate fear that
exists in order for
people to fully engage
and find maximum
meaning in our work."

M A K E W O R K M E A N I N G F U L
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" THERE ARE ONLY TWO ENERGIES
AT THE CORE OF THE HUMAN
EXPERIENCE: LOVE AND FEAR. LOVE
GRANTS FREEDOM, FEAR TAKES IT
AWAY. LOVE INVITES FULL EXPRESSION,
FEAR PUNISHES IT. LOVE INVITES YOU,
ALWAYS, TO BREAK THE BONDS OF
IGNORANCE."
-ELIZABETH KUBLER-ROSS

FEAR
Fear is a formidable adversary, in particular, in the workplace. Fear of being terminated, fear
of being disrespected, fear of being wrong, fear of verbal abuse, fear of making a mistake, fear of
our work changing, and fear of overall failure due to lack of promotion and success – all of these
are examples of known fears in the workplace. All these various fears lead to a basic fear of rejection from the group that is perceived as a threat to survival. If I make a mistake, my boss yells at
me, and my team rejects me socially; I fear I will lose my job, lose my ability to provide for myself
and my dependents. While not all people have experienced this set of fears, many of us experience
/# .  (*/$*).$)1-4$)" "- .0-$)"*0-2*-&- -.Ǚ /2$'' -/$)'4 1 -4$Ƣ0'//*ƞ)
our work meaningful if we are continuously riddled with fears throughout our day. Consequently, a
primary requirement of making work more meaningful is decreasing fear in the workplace.
So how do we accomplish this?
The word fear has several possible antonyms, or opposite emotions. Examples are faith, calm
and peace. However, when we look at these emotions, we realize these are end states. That is, these
are places we end up as opposed to being drivers that get us there. You have faith, you feel calm,
you are peaceful. So, we wonder, what is the process to get to these emotions? With this in mind, we
learn that opposite of fear is love, where love is not only a noun, but is also a verb. We can feel love,
but we can also put love in action.
While not all workplaces are going to be comfortable with the term love, this discomfort,
however, cannot allow us to avoid the discussion. The fact is, if we are going to make work more
meaningful, we will need to make work more human, and this will require us to make work more
loving, that is more respectful, trustworthy, kind, empathetic, and inclusive. When we do this, the
threat conditions that lead to fears decrease, employees experience a sense of psychological safety,
)/# )/# 4)/-0'4 )"" ǚ/& -$.&.ǚ).+ &2$/#)*-/*+*$)/*0/+-*' (.*-*ơ -
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can safely listen with empathy, test and create in service of innovation. So, to accomplish this, we
need to eradicate cultures of fear and replace them with cultures of love. In order to do this, we
need a very powerful weapon.
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FROM FEAR
TO LOVE.

"People ask, can we
really have sustained
performance AND care
for people? Wrong
question!
The right question is:
"How will we sustain
performance if we
don't care for people?"
RENÉE SMITH
Results Washington / MakeWorkMoreHuman.com
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•

If we hold sacred the humanity of our team members, then we will make sure they understand the
value of their contribution; and we will offer a clear and compelling purpose for the work.

•

If we deeply regard the humanity of our employees, then we will admit our mistakes, apologize when
we get something wrong; we will take responsibility for failures and give credit for successes.

•

If we hold our team members in the highest regard, then we will level the hierarchy with humble
inquiry, and act with cultural humility.

•

If we deeply regard the humanity of our employees, then we will not tolerate bullying or harassment
or discrimination by anyone, not even our star contributor or supposedly irreplaceable subject matter
expert. We will realize that such cultural saboteurs are not worth their perceived contributions, and we
will humanely remove them and spare the rest of our workforce the fear they inflict.

When we achieve this level of respect, we will then understand why waste and inefficiency are so detrimental to our workplaces as people will struggle to find meaning in their work if they believe their work does
not add value.

RESPECT
The first element of the RECKing Ball is respect. Respect is not a new word to the world of lean and
operational excellence. However, it is still a word that is often only at the awareness stage of our change
management processes. Organizations are aware that respect is important, but objective action around
respect is not always evident, or it is a token effort. Respect is a very powerful word in that you can earn it,
you can give it, you can feel it, you can lose it, and you can take it away. So, how exactly can we embrace
respect in the workplace in order to make work more meaningful?
The first, most important and, yet, very seldom mentioned form of respect is to respect the fact the
people have decided to work in our organizations. We must recognize that many people spend more time
at work than any other activity and acknowledge that time is a precious commodity. As leaders, we are
responsible for this environment that people choose to spend their time working within. This is the essence
of making work more human. It means showing absolute respect to the fact that people are offering their
careers to the cause of our particular organization. This principle is in direct contrast to the idea that the
owner-employee relationship is nothing more than a simple business transaction in which we trade time
for money. Respect is not a transactional behavior, but rather it is a principled action, value, and emotion
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•

If we hold in the highest regard the humanity of our team members, then we must ask ourselves
how that fact will inform our efforts and decisions.

A result of this level of respect is that we will be empathic. Empathy, the ultimate emotion that produces
respect. Empathy, where we realize that no person is better than another person; that we all have a story; that
we all have biases as a result of our stories; and, therefore, we are all seeing life through a different lens. As an
outcome, we should respect different views and opinions. Respect by way of empathy. To have the ability to put
ourselves into the shoes of others in order to feel the way they feel. In order to feel compassion. True respect,
true empathy, true compassion – all in order to eliminate the fears that result from the negative cultures and
environments that many of our management systems have created over time.

•

If we deeply regard the humanity of our employees, then we will make sure they are physically safe
on the job; we will make sure they have the resources and information they need to do their job.

Respect is a key driver to make work more human, but this is not known or understood universally, which
means we need to be committed to education.

•

If we hold in the highest regard the humanity of our employees, then we will not yell, belittle, bully,
humiliate or denigrate anyone. Ever.

•
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A second key point relative to respect is that we have to show respect to people who are doing the work that
adds value to our customers. When we think about our work, we have to respect the past stories of our organizations and all lessons learned along those paths. We have to show respect for our processes and recognize
that, of course, there is room for improvement, but that does not mean we should simply cast all our work to
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been working the process in its current state and, as a result, they have significant knowledge about the work.
We need to show people the respect they deserve because they have been living the work and, therefore, understand the work even if, as leaders, we see opportunities for improvement. History is important, direct experience of employees is important, and taking the time to understand how we got to where we are is a sign of
respect. This does not mean that we lack sense of urgency; this does not mean that we allow waste to remain
in our systems. It simply means that finding the correct solutions to our problems requires background knowl" ) 3+ -$ ) *!+ *+' *$)"/# 2*-&Ǚ. / - )" *) .$ǚǨ*4ǧ.+-*' (.- - .0'/*!
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impacted by these decisions.

If we deeply regard the humanity of our workforce, then we will learn to be culturally competent.
We will show respect by coming to understand implicit biases and our privilege as a leader, even if
we have faced adversity, even if we worked hard to get where we are, even if we may identify with
a marginalized group. We will decrease fear and demonstrate love by asking, listening, and then
believing what we are told by others about their experiences. We will seek to understand and not
explain or justify.
MAKE WORK MEANINGFUL

EDUCATION
The second element of the RECKing Ball is education. In many respects, education is the krypton to fear as
fear thrives within environments where there is a lack of knowledge and a lack of commitment to education. A
lack of knowledge can be defined as ignorance, where fear and ignorance are co-conspirators.
Education is a critical step in the process to drive a new level of respect in our society and in our workplaces.
Education is how real change happens, and we will struggle to find meaning in our work in the absence of
education. As mentioned, in any change process, first, we become aware of an idea, then we educate ourselves
on the idea, then we start to practice, and eventually the improvements mature and become part of our culture.
This is the change process: Awareness; Education; Practice; Mature. This is the process we need to embrace
to create a culture of respect. Which begs the question, what do we educate on in order to create a culture of
respect and in order to make our work more meaningful?
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E D U C AT I O N

All people in our organization need to be knowledgeable about the vision, mission, values and
operating principles that guide the company. While this may seem elementary, the fact is many
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vision, mission, values and operating principles are not understood is that people will not be aware
of acceptable behaviors to be displayed in the organization and, as a result, people can become very
confused when leaders exhibit behaviors that seem contradictory to our personal belief systems.
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that behaviors in the organization do not line up with our own moral compass. Consequently, it is
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need to ensure we continuously educate people of these important elements of the business, so we
connect our personal values with those of the organization. Meaning will only result when there is
congruence and harmony with our personal beliefs and those of the organization.
In addition to this education process is the fact that the organizational management system
needs to produce leadership environments where our values and operating principles are lived
1 -44Ǚ )*/# -2*-.ǚ2 #1 /*2'&*0-/'&.+ *+' ƞ)( )$)"2# )/$*).- *)"-0ent with our espoused values.
Once people are educated on and connected to the greater purpose of the organization, it is
important to then educate all team members on how their work delivers value to the customer.
* *Ơ )ǚ . '  -.ǚ 2  .& + *+'  /* + -!*-( 2*-& 2$/#*0/ *)) /$)" /#  2*-& /* /#  $)/ -nal customer and the ultimate customer. For work to be meaningful, people need to understand
their role and responsibilities, and they need to understand how their role and responsibilities
will deliver value to the customer. This means we need to make our value statement visible, and
we need to educate people on this value proposition. Who are our customers and why do they buy
from us? How does my work contribute to the overall delivery of this value? Internally, who is my
0./*( -. ƞ) 4/# + -.*)*-!0)/$*)/#/0. .(4*0/+0/../# $-$)+0/.ǡ# . - ''
questions that are important to answer, make visible, and then use this visibility to educate the
organization. If this work is not completed, people are blind to their contribution and, over time,
they will become confused to their overall purpose and value. Inversely, once people and their work
are connected to the customer, we will understand our personal value, and this understanding will
drive pride and meaningfulness in our work.

"Impactful. Lasting.
Valued.
These are attributes of
meaningful work."
DOUG MEADOWS
Lean Logistics Specialist

Another important element of eliminating fear is to educate people on fear itself. While this
(4.*0)'$& . '!ǰ!0'ƞ''$)"+-*+# 4ǚ/# - '$/4$.()4*!0.) $).// *!! -2$/#out recognizing it as fear. We need to be educated on topics such as diversity, empathy, and how to
recognize and manage our own personal biases. We need to be educated on how to become more
self-aware in order to better understand why we see the world we do. We need to understand how
our personal experiences, successes and lessons learned all contribute to our belief system and our
behaviors. We need to be educated on the very concept of respect, so we can then become aware
and conscious of when our behaviors, and the behaviors of others, are not meeting the expectation
of the organization.
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people in our organizations to solve complicated problems in the absence of any formal training
and education on how to actually solve problems. Problem solving is a language similar to any other
language, and the language builds upon the cultural elements of the organization. Therefore, an
organization needs to be able to answer the question of how do we solve problems? As part of this
problem-solving framework, we also need to educate people on one of the most important aspects
of true problem solving. This is not about analytics or the mathematics of summarizing data, but
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able to see the whole,
to understand the ecosystem that they are part of.
MAKE WORK MEANINGFUL
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Renée Smith, Results Washington / MakeWorkMoreHuman.com

FEAR
-*(Ǜǥ *)Ǥ/- Ǚǥ
Discrimination, suspician, bullying,
disregard, rejection, isolation, calloutness

*Ǜǥ - Ǚǥ
Respect, trust, kindness, high regard,
acceptance, inclusion, empathy

LOVE
This will create awareness relative to our work and how our work impacts others. Systems thinking
will create awareness for us to understand the unintended consequences of our actions relative to the rest
of the organization. Then we can find meaning in our work for no other reason than we understand how
our work has meaning relative to the work of others. There is an old saying that if you want to be happy,
make somebody else happy. This saying can be paraphrased to if you want to find meaning in your work,
understand how your work brings meaning to others.
It can be argued that simply focusing on education will, in fact, result in our work becoming more
meaningful. This is a result of believing in organizations that believe in us. If our organizations show a
commitment to education, and actions support the commitment, then people will believe that the organization
cares, and this sense of caring will result in our belief that there is meaning to what we are accomplishing.
That there is meaning to our work. However, a commitment to education and the corresponding investment
and actions are not easy for most organizations. It takes real courage to see this work through.

COURAGE
The third element of the RECKing Ball is courage. Courage is not a word we often hear in our organizations.
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fear is required in order for work to become more meaningful.
From a leadership point of view, we must have the courage to begin solving the big problems in our
organizations. At this point in our operational excellence maturity, most low-lying fruit is gone. Our lean
tools such as standard work, visual management, quality at the source and pull have helped to eliminate the
visible and obvious waste. However, many of these same organizations have failed to see real measurable
results from their efforts. They did the work, they followed the path, but the significant results they were
expecting did not materialize. How can this be? The fact is, the big waste – the real opportunities that exist
– are embedded in larger, more complicated problems. And to solve these problems requires courage from
the entire organization.
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people truly are their most important asset, to make the extended value stream of the organization visible so
we can see where we have leadership disconnects, so we can see where performance management systems
are working against us, so we can capture the real problems and what the root cause of these problems are.
Internal politics, leaders managing their careers as opposed to customer value, conflicting measurement
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And to fix these problems requires courage at a level that is not often evident within our business cultures.
Courage does not rest only within leadership. All team members in an organization must be courageous.
We must all have the courage to ignore the fears that we have when those fears are stopping us from engaging
effectively, when these fears are stopping us from finding meaning in our work.
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We must find the courage to stop calling bad, good, and we must find the courage to admit mistakes, to
challenge leadership when their behaviors and decisions are not aligned with the vision, mission and values
the organization has espoused internally and to the customer. We must find the courage to stand up and say,
Ǧ$/($)0/ ǚ/#$.$.)*/*-- /Ǚ#$.$.)*/2#*2 - Ǚ#$.$.)*//# $- /$*)2 $.0.. Ǚ#$.$.)*/
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As authors, we recognize that many people will read this last paragraph with apprehension, perhaps
even thinking it to be naïve and wishful thinking. But the big problems we need to solve are not simple, they
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to take the first step and tackle the big problems we need to solve. Yet, we know for certain that not all business cultures will achieve this level of courage because this level of courage may require wholesale changes
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can be very disruptive and signing up for this disruption requires courage in and of itself. What is important,
though, is to recognize that an entity does not have courage. An organization is not courageous because an
organization does not exist in the absence of the people that make up the entity. Therefore, it is the people
in the entity that exhibit courage, it is the people in the organization that have the courage to solve the big
problems. For example, in order to eliminate fear in the workplace, in order to develop cultures of respect,
we must have the courage to implement and expect a basic human action. This action is kindness.
KINDNESS
The fourth and final element of the RECKing Ball is kindness. If courage is a word seldom heard in an
organization, then kindness may be a word that is never heard. Kindness, love, empathy, inclusion and
politeness are simply not words often found in our business lexicon. Truth be told, using the term love may,
$)!/ǚ" /0.) 3+ $/ ( /$)"2$/#*0-#0()- .*0- ."-*0+Ǚ /ǧ.)$)/ - ./$)"%03/+*.$/$*)$)/#/
many of us live our personal lives based on love, respect and kindness, only to misplace these skills when we
enter our workplaces.
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directive without emotion and uncaring towards our fellow human beings? At what point did leadership
/# *-$ . / -($) /#/'  -ǧ.%*$./* 3/-/(3$(0(+-*0/$1$/4*0/*!+ -.*)44 ''$)"ǚ -/ing, or threatening people with negative consequences for missing targets? What an outdated and misguided
set of behaviors. While these more extreme negative behaviors may not be the norm in all workplaces, they
still exist at a time when they should simply be recognized as old school, ineffective, and unacceptable.
Kindness is a subjective behavior in that it is hard to objectively define the term or measure our adherence to its implementation. It would be difficult to measure the frequency of please, thank you, good morning, sorry for interrupting, are you okay today? how can I help? Yet, just these common phrases can define
an organizational culture, and these types of cultures will lead to people finding more meaningfulness in
their work.
Humans by nature want to be part of a community. We want to belong, we want to be part of a team, we
want to contribute, and we certainly want to have meaningfulness in the activities we pursue. Kindness is a
human trait that is evident in a community in that we can create a community by allowing kindness to be the
tenants of the group. It has been shown that kindness, love, and respect will distinguish a person in a group
and often allow an individual to be seen as a leader for no other reason than they are kind in their approach
to drive action and change.
It is important to note, though, that by suggesting we embrace kindness, we are not endorsing that as
leaders, we do not face reality. We are not suggesting that we do not make tough decisions when tough decisions are necessary. All we are suggesting is that to lead is to stop tolerating problems that have existed in
our organizations for a long time, and in order to solve these big problems, we will require the engagement
of all individuals in the company. This will mean change, and with change comes the need for meaning to
be part of the value proposition of the change, and meaning is more easily recognized when it is delivered 33
with kindness.

A B O UT THE AUTHO R S
CONCLUSION

RENÉE SMITH

From an organizational point of view, business is changing faster than we ever imagined. A result of
this is that our work itself is changing as technologies and competitive pressures are forcing us to rethink
all aspects of our processes and methods that design our work. Improvement and change are not a nice to
have but rather a must have. This means we are fully engaging all people in our organizations as we need
everybody to contribute in order to be successful. This also means that we need to work hard to ensure that
people find meaning in our work. It also means that we need to be able to look at all work in our companies
and work hard to make the work more meaningful.
Making work more meaningful has many variables within the roadmap for implementation, however,
one of the most important aspects of the solution set is to eliminate fear. We need to work hard to eliminate
fear that exists in order for people to fully engage and find maximum meaning in our work. Yet, eliminating
fear is no easy task as fear is a very powerful element of a business culture. Therefore, to eliminate fear, we
need a more powerful force which is love. This is the essence of the RECKing Ball.
The RECKing Ball – Respect, Education, Courage, and Kindness. These are the elements that make up
the RECKing Ball, and this RECKing Ball has what it takes to smash and bash fear out of this atmosphere.
The RECking Ball is our vehicle to begin to make our work more meaningful.
It will not be easy, and it will require an incredible amount of work from all members of the organization.
However, it is safe to say that the work of making work more meaningful may, in fact, be the most meaningful
work on which we have ever embarked.

Join the movement of people in Washington State government who are creating a more human workplace.
SIGN UP TODAY to receive notice of events, news, resources, blog posts, and more: makeworkmorehuman.com
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government. This work is based on A Human Workplace, a growing
community and movement she founded in 2017 for business as well
as government. Her primary research, thought-leadership, writing,
speaking, teaching, and resources aim to make work more human by
decreasing fear and increasing love in the workplace. This work is rooted
in her seven years directing Lean Transformation and Organization
Development at the Department of Enterprise Services. Her team
provided Government to Government Lean Consulting services and
training to more than 60 state agencies and local governments and to
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Renée can be reached at renee.smith@gov.wa.gov
or on LinkedIn as: renee-smith-wa-state-lean.
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